RESEARCH PROGRESS IN THE SPICING AND RESTORATION OF ARTIFACT FRAGMENTS BASED ON POINT CLOUD
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ABSTRACT:

Due to environmental reasons, most of the artifacts are fragmented, and the surface information of the artifacts is also blurred. The traditional method of repairing artifacts mainly relies on archaeologists to manually repair them, using fragment features to compare each fragment one by one, this method will cause secondary damage to the fragments. Based on computer technology, virtual restoration of artifacts fragments can obtain the latest unearthed data of artifacts quickly, preserve digital information of artifacts, achieve permanent preservation, and provide prior knowledge for subsequent artifacts restoration. Point cloud data is widely used in artifacts virtual restoration technology due to its good depth of information. This paper takes ceramics, bronzes, Terracotta Warriors, and other individual artifacts fragments as the main research object, and the point cloud data obtained by 3D laser scanner as the main research data. It comprehensively classifies and summarizes the work of computer artifacts splicing in recent years.

0 INTRODUCTION

Cultural heritage is an important carrier of a long history and an important medium for inheriting culture. It has an undeniable significance in the cultural development of a country(Tsigkas G., 2020). Although the protection technology of artifacts has been greatly improved, it still faces many limitations and problems: 1) Due to environmental reasons, the artifacts have suffered varying degrees of corrosion damage; 2) At the site of artifacts excavation, the main recording methods include taking photos, manually recording, drawing, and registering, that are resulting in single content; 3) The lack of information on unearthed artifacts is severe, and traditional manual restoration not only takes time, but also causes secondary damage to the artifacts(Miguel A., 2015); 4) Traditional restoration techniques can only maintain the current status of artifacts as much as possible, and cannot avoid damage to the artifacts(Nemoto T., 2023). Computer technology is not limited by time and space in virtual restoration, providing dynamic demonstrations for artifact splicing. Digital artifacts can efficiently and permanently store cultural artifact information, ensuring that artifacts remain in their original state and providing a reference for subsequent restoration research(Einaghy H., 2022).

At present, there are few reviews on the virtual restoration of artifacts. In 2021, Geng G.H. et al (Geng G.H., Feng L., Li K., Zhou M.Q., Wang X.F., 2021.) summarized four splicing algorithms and three classification algorithms for fragments of Terra-cotta Warriors. The essence of splicing artifact fragments is the splicing of point clouds, so this article refers to other literature on point cloud registration in recent years. In 2022, Yang J.Q. etc (Yang J.Q., 2022.) summarized two aspects: coarse registration and fine registration based on multi-view point clouds. However, for artifacts, there is almost no overlap between each fragment except for the fractured part, making it impossible to use multi-view for registration. In the same year, Li J.W. etc.( Li J.W., 2022.) summarized from two aspects: non-learning based and learning based. In the point cloud splicing method based on non-learning, they elaborated the splicing method that is based on the feature in detail from three aspects: feature detection, feature description method, and feature splicing. However, the point cloud object is wide, and it does not have a significant reference for the splicing of damaged artifact fragments. Based on the broken artifacts such as ceramics, bronzes, and Terracotta Warriors, this paper takes the point cloud data obtained by a 3D laser scanner as the research object and summarizes in detail the splicing methods of artifacts in recent years.

The original way of artifacts restoration is mainly through two-dimensional images, which has great significance for calligraphy, painting, knitted fabrics, and other artifacts(Zhu Y.L., 2017; Ostertag C., 2020; Abibol R., 2021; Zhang M., 2017; Lima-Hernandez R., 2021; Zhao R.C., 1994), but has certain limitations for Terracotta Warriors, ceramics and other artifacts with a certain thickness. Lu H.R. etc(Lu H.R., 2015.) used the Leap motion device to obtain hand movement status and achieved the splicing of artifacts fragments through human-computer interaction. Artifacts can be restored by selecting different methods based on different characteristics. The overall technical process is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The process for automatic splicing of artifact fragments](image)
I. FEATURE EXTRACTION OF CULTURAL ARTIFACT FRAGMENTS

There is almost no overlap between the fragments of the unearthed artifacts, except for the fractured parts. Therefore, when extracting features from fracture parts, the following issues need to be considered: 1) For artifacts of damage severely, can the extracted features accurately describe the fracture parts; 2) Whether the extracted fragment features meet the automatic splicing requirements; 3) If the feature extraction method applied to various cultural fragments of different materials. This chapter divided feature extraction into three categories: fragment feature contour lines extraction, fracture surface feature points extraction, and surface feature textures extraction.

1.1 Fragment feature contour lines extraction

In the process of edge contour extraction, the extracted edge contours must be able to accurately describe the geometric shape of the fragments. In two-dimensional images, contour edge extraction methods include Grid Partitioning (Yang F.T., 2020), Depth Image (Dong Q.Q., 2023), Gaussian Mapping Clustering (Su Y.L., 2019), and so on. For 3D point clouds, the density of the point cloud distribution around the sampling points can be used to determine whether they are edge points. Liu E. etc (Liu E., 2020) projected the point cloud onto a two-dimensional plane, if the K-neighbors projection points of the sample points were evenly distributed around them, then the sample points are non-edge points, otherwise, the sample points are edge feature points. But this method can cause blurring in the extraction of critical points On this basis, Chen Y.R. etc (Chen Y.R., 2012) added a constraint that is the resultant force of neighborhood points on sampling points. The resultant force generated by the neighboring points of non edge points approaches zero. The surrounding points of the edge points are distributed on one side, and the resultant force by the surrounding points on the sampling points tends to a larger value.

When normalizing vectors and calculating the resultant force, the main basis is the Euclidean distance between the sampling point and the neighboring points. However, the point cloud distribution obtained by the 3D laser scanner is scattered, and there cannot be a uniform situation completely. So for two sampling points that belong to edge points, different classification results may be obtained due to different densities of surrounding points. In response to the above issues, Han Y.C. etc (Han Y.C., 2018) added an edge coefficient F after calculating the resultant force on the sampling points. The distribution density and distance of surrounding points do not affect on the edge coefficient, to eliminate the influence of distance neighboring points, when searching for sampling points, the concept of search range is introduced to avoid falling into a dead cycle, but it also results in weak automaticity of this method. To further distinguish between edge points and critical points, Zhou Q. etc (Zhou Q., 2021) added weight coefficients before calculating the resultant force. The weight coefficients are inversely proportional to distance.

When obtaining two-dimensional contour lines by point cloud projection, the three-dimensional features of the point clouds are ignored. The projection distortion during the point cloud projection process can lead to feature extraction errors. Wen Y. etc (Wen Y., 2020) extracted the contour lines of the fracture surface by determining the angle between the normal vectors of two adjacent triangles. But the surface of artifacts is complex, and it is difficult to obtain the angle. Therefore, Li K. etc (Li K., 2015) used the Region Grow to segment the primary fracture surface from the triangular surface of the fragments, using the Adjacency Growth to obtain the secondary fracture surface for the primary fracture surface. The secondary fracture surface was scanned using a group of planes parallel to the normal vector of the fracture surface, and the curvature extremum points of the scan point sets were calculated to fit the contour lines of the fracture surface. Liu J. etc (Liu J., 2014) adopted a calculation method based on adjacency points to obtain the contour lines of the fracture surface. Li Q. etc (Li Q., 2019) used multi-scale curvature to distinguish edge points and non-edge points, segment the fracture surface according to the roughness degree of surfaces, and use Boundary Tracking for the fracture surface to obtain more orderly and accurate edge points. To avoid incorrect extraction due to uneven point clouds while extracting contour lines, Wang S.R. etc (Wang S.R., 2021) used Delaunay Neighborhoods instead of Spherical Neighborhoods when selecting neighborhoods, used Fuzzy Region Growth to extract feature points belonging to multiple planes, and finally used the Twin Long Circles to generate feature lines. For cultural artifact fragments with high hardness, to accurately extract sharp points, Wang X.H., etc (Wang X.H., 2020) gives a feature weight to each point, which is defined by the mean curvature of the k neighborhood of the sampling point. Tan X.G., etc (Tan X.G., 2019) considered the upper and lower neighborhood points while extracting contour points, and obtains two support regions composed of three points to extract information about sharp points. After obtaining the contour line of the fracture surface, Wen Y., etc (Wen Y., 2020) obtained the thickness features of the fragments using the upper and lower edges of the fracture surface and provided constraints for fragment splicing.

Due to the damage of artifacts edge features, relying on a single contour line feature may result in mismatching. Therefore, some scholars have considered extending a single contour line feature to its neighborhood range to improve matching accuracy. The Line Support Region in a 2D image is a set of pixel regions, within this region, the vertical line angle are along the gradient direction of all pixels within a certain threshold (Burns J.B., 1986). Lin Y.B., etc (Lin Y.B., 2015) extended it to the point cloud environment, the line segment is defined as the set of intersection points of two half-planes, and the point region near the line segment is defined as the 3D Line Support Region. General Adaptive Neighborhoods (GAN) (Johan D., 2006; Johan D., 2006) was originally used in image processing, providing an intrinsic multi-scale representation, and generating a space adaptive analysis of neighborhood region based on local structure and features (Debayle J., 2016). Zhang Y.H., etc (Zhang Y.H., 2018) introduced GAN to artifact fragment point cloud splicing by defining a set of adaptive neighborhoods for each point on the fracture edge lines, transforming fragment edge lines matching into feature points GAN matching, and using Oriented Local Alphabetic Pattern (OLAP) to represent adaptive neighborhood of feature points to instead of differential geometry calculations in the matching process. To reduce the computational effort, Zhang H.C., etc (Zhang H.C., 2011) used the curvature of points to retrieve the feature contour lines to obtain the contour line segment of the feature point and represent the feature points with a two-dimensional feature descriptor consisting of curvature and deflection rate.
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1.2 Fracture surface feature points extraction

For fragments with a certain thickness, Differential Invariants can be used for fracture surface matching, but the calculation of higher-order derivatives leads to amplifying the effect of noise (Manay S., 2004). Integral Invariant are immutability of rotate translation, and have good stability in volume integral descriptors, spherical region descriptors, and distance descriptors compared to differential invariant, and are more robust to noise (Pottmann H., 2009). The Integral Invariant are expressed as the volume of the sphere outside the surface Ω. The two-dimensional representation is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Two-dimensional representation of Integral Invariant](image)

Disadvantage

Projection distortion may occur during the point cloud projection process. Not suitable for severely damaged artifact fragments. Make computational complexity more complex. Low accuracy

Table 1. Comparison of edge contour feature extraction methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The classification of edge contour feature</th>
<th>Extracting 2D contour lines from points cloud projection</th>
<th>Extracting 3D contour lines from fragmented point clouds</th>
<th>Extracting support regions from contour lines</th>
<th>Extracting feature line segments from contour lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schematic diagram</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantage</td>
<td>Has good descriptive ability for thin-walled fragments.</td>
<td>Gets contour lines that have stronger description.</td>
<td>Adding constraints during the splicing process.</td>
<td>Reduce computational complexity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantage</td>
<td>Projection distortion may occur during the point cloud projection process.</td>
<td>Not suitable for severely damaged artifact fragments.</td>
<td>Make computational complexity more complex.</td>
<td>Low accuracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although, extraction of feature points from the fracture surface enables the matching, the features extracted are essentially a description of a single point and cannot meet the subsequent matching requirements if the artifact is damaged severely. Both curvature and Integral Invariant are simple to calculate but poorly expressed. Therefore, Zhao F.Q., etc (Zhao F.Q., 2022) uses Voronoi to extend feature points into feature point regions where the feature regions of each feature point do not overlap. Starting from the physical meaning of the Laplace Operator, Sun J., etc (Sun J., 2009) defined Heat Kernel Signature (HKS) for spatial points on 3D objects, which represents time discretely. This descriptor not only provides a more concise description of feature points but also represents all the information about the intrinsic geometry of 3D objects with a high degree of stability. Zhang Y., etc (Zhang Y., 2019) extracted the HKS descriptor for points with high curvature on the fracture surface. The HKS is introduced into the frequency domain information to construct a scale-invariant Si-HKS descriptor while retaining the characteristics of HKS by Bronstein M., etc (Bronstein M., 2019), but the dimension of the Si-HKS descriptor is too high, resulting in too much computation. Therefore, Gao, H.J.; etc (Gao, H.J.; Geng G.H.; Zeng, S., 2020.) used the Bag Of Words (BOW) to construct a more low-dimensional SiHKS-BOW descriptor. Zeng, H., etc (Zeng H., 2018) based on Local Multilevel Pattern (LMP) encoding method defined the LMP-HKS descriptor as time-invariant. Yuan, J., etc (Yuan, J., 2018) extracted feature points of the fracture surface by using the Significance Index Function and the topological features of the fracture surface are extracted by extending the feature points into its topological region. Topological features have a holistic description of the fracture surface with a high degree of stability.
The classification of surface feature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature extraction</th>
<th>Point feature</th>
<th>Point feature area</th>
<th>Fracture surface feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 2. Fracture surface feature extraction methods

1.3 Surface feature textures extraction

The surface texture features of the fragments are an important basis for the splicing of artifacts. Figure 3 shows the splicing result of Terracotta Warriors fragments with surface texture.

**Figure 3. Feature point enhancement**

For artifact fragments with rich and widely distributed texture information, Wang, Y., etc (Wang, Y., 2018) proposed a method of first enhancing and then extracting the sharp features of bronze shallow reliefs using feature point projection distance. Wang, P., etc (Wang, P., 2018) calculates the curvature of surface points on terracotta fragments to extract valley ridge points and obtain the surface texture of valley ridge lines. Subsequently, analysis of regular textures to obtain cell textures and broken textures, and matching rules were developed. Wang, P., etc (Wang, P., 2019) generated surface texture lines using Splatting Lines to complete the restoration of the artifacts. However, this method can only be used for fragments with distinct and regular texture features and is too limited to be widely used. To consider the fact that broken textures are mostly located at the edge contours of fragments, Yuan J., etc (Yuan J., 2018) constructed the distance fields from feature points on broken textures to edge lines and from feature points on fracture surfaces to edge lines respectively and completes the description of artifact fragments through the two distance fields.

When using surface texture for stitching, Wang P etc (Wang, P., 2018; Wang, P., 2019) based on regular texture to achieve splicing, and only regular texture on the armor parts of the terracotta warriors, for the rest of the parts, cannot be applied, Yang J etc (Yuan J., 2018) is the combination of texture information and fracture surface information. The use of surface textures can achieve artifact fragment stitching, but has greater requirements for artifact textures and are not universally applicable.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF ARTIFACT FRAGMENTS

To ensure accurate stitching results, all objects to be matched need to be retrieved one by one, and fragments will be classified first to improve retrieval efficiency. Currently, classification methods for heritage fragments include supervised and unsupervised. If the fragment information is known, the labels can be defined manually before classification, and the classification work is done through supervised learning. Zhao S.Z., etc (Zhao S.Z., 2019) extracted point features, texture features, and geometric features of terracotta fragments and uses a Hierarchical Semantic Network to classify terracotta fragments into five categories: head, arms, upper torso, lower torso, feet, and pedals. Li Y. and Gao, H.J. etc (Li Y., 2020; Gao, H.J., 2020) used Point-Net to achieve the classification of different parts of the terracotta fragments.

However, most of the artifacts have a single unique texture and a big difference, and there is a lack of training samples using supervised classification. Moreover, the features of artifacts are severely damaged and highly unknown, and it is difficult to manually add classification labels before classification, so we can only rely on feature similarity for classification. In terms of images, Wei Y., etc (Wei Y., 2017) used a Scale-invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) to extract fragment surface texture information and construct a Bag-of-Words for fragment images, by combining the above all using SVM for training to achieve terracotta fragment classification. Zhang H.C., etc (Zhang H.C., 2011) classified fragments into eight categories: concave, convex, ridge, flat, valley, narrow saddle, saddle, and flat saddle based on Gaussian Curvature and Mean Curvature. Wang, P. etc (Wang, P., 2018) analyzed the extracted texture information and classified textures based on intact and broken edges. Lu Z.J., etc (Lu Z.J., 2020) established a local reference system for the 3D point cloud for rotational projection to obtain a 2D image with depth information, and the rotational projection features were extracted, the Integral Invariant as locally significant features to complete the classification of different parts of the terracotta warriors using a combination of multiple features.

**Figure 4. A 3D shape and its heat kernel signature.**

As shown in Figure 4, Gao, H.J. etc (Gao, H.J.; Geng G.H.;
Zeng, S., 2020.; Gao H.J., Geng G.H., Yang W. 2018.) were clustering analysis to HKS descriptors and experimented on a variety of artifacts such as horse and human figurines, and the results showed that it could meet the classification requirements by showing different features according to different parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supervised Learning</th>
<th>Hierarchical semantic network</th>
<th>Zhao S.Z., 2019</th>
<th>Classify different parts of Terracotta Warriors</th>
<th>There are significant limitations to artifacts fragments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point-Net</td>
<td>Li Y., 2020</td>
<td>Gao H.J., 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D depth Image SIFT</td>
<td>Lu Z.J., 2020</td>
<td>Wei Y., 2017</td>
<td>Classify different parts of Terracotta Warriors</td>
<td>Fuzzy classification results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian curvature and Mean curvature</td>
<td>Zhang H.C., 2011</td>
<td>Concave, convex, ridge, flat, valley, narrow saddle, saddle, flat saddle</td>
<td>Fuzzy classification results and a large classification range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface texture</td>
<td>Wang P., 2019</td>
<td>Complete texture, broken texture</td>
<td>Can only be applied to texture-rich and rule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKS</td>
<td>Gao H.J., 2018</td>
<td>Gao H.J., 2020</td>
<td>Roughly classify different parts of artifacts</td>
<td>The classification of buffer zones in different parts is blurred</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Classification of artifacts fragments

3. FINDING NEIGHBOURING FRAGMENTS

In the process of finding adjacency fragments, the essence of comparing all fragments one by one is an iterative calculation, in which the feature matching degree is obtained, and if the matching degree is greater than a certain threshold, the two fragments containing the two sets of features can be judged as adjacency fragments. During the violent retrieval process, Liu E., etc (Liu E., 2020) used Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm (AFSF) (Yazdani, D., 2011) to dynamically change the search length and step size, improving efficiency and accuracy. Gao H.J., etc (Gao H.J., Geng G.H., Wang P., 2019.) drew on the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) (Fischler, M.A., 1981) idea to filter incorrect matches. For more accurate selection of sample subsets, Jia C.Q. etc (Jia C.Q., 2020) adds three improvements to this method: 1) Setting the best matching degree during the iteration; 2) After ensuring a minimum subset of three, adding only one pair of feature matching point pairs for verification based on the smallest subset, ensuring that only four pairs of feature matching points need to be computed each time; 3) The correct point pairs already computed will not appear in subsequent iterations. The improved method can further reduce the amount of computation and improve the efficiency of the algorithm. Liu X.N. etc (Liu X.N., 2020) constructed the Jaccard coefficient for artifact fragments and uses the Jaccard coefficients of two fragments to construct Jaccard Distance for finding adjacency fragments.

4. MATCHING ARTIFACT FRAGMENTS

The essence of artifact fragment matching is fragment point cloud matching. Traditional point cloud matching algorithms include ICP, NDT, 4PCS, SAC-IA, etc. (Zhou Z.X., 2023). ICP algorithms are more widely used in artifact fragment matching currently. The traditional ICP algorithm (Besl, P.J., 1992) is to find the best transformation matrix for two sets of point clouds, given a set of matching point clouds to ensure the objective function $E$ is minimized. Wen Y., Gao H.J., and Liu X.N., etc (Wen Y., 2020; Gao H.J., 2019; Liu X.N., 2020) are all able to achieve fine splicing of artifact fragments using ICP. Li Q., etc (Li Q., 2019) added distance restrictions, normal constraints, and concavity constraints to ICP to improve the matching efficiency and enhance the matching accuracy. Zhou P.B., etc (Zhou P.B., 2019) used the feature parameters obtained in the feature extraction process as constraints in the iterative process to achieve fragment matching. Zhao F.Q. etc (Zhao F.Q., 2022) used the KD-tree algorithm to obtain the nearest corresponding point of the matching point pair during the iterative process and then used the Euclidean Distance of the corresponding point as a constraint. Zhao, F.Q., etc (Zhao, F.Q., 2018) proposed the AIF-ICP, which adds a dynamic iteration factor to the iterative process of the ICP algorithm to improve the computational efficiency. But the ICP algorithm cannot be applied to the case where the two adjacency fragments have no overlap region due to the breakage of the artifact fragments, resulting in certain limitations.

Quaternion (Horn B K P., 1987) is a super complex that can be used to represent a rotation relation in three-dimensional space, the rotation matrix can be obtained from the quaternions. Liu E., and Yuan J., et al (Liu E., 2020; Yuan J., 2018) used Dual Quaternions to obtain a transformation matrix to achieve fragments matching of ceramics and other artifacts. Yuan, J., etc (Yuan, J., 2018) used the Quaternion to obtain the rotation matrix R and translation matrix T for three sets of feature point pairs of non-commutative and used the Exhaustive Search to obtain the transformation matrix with the highest accuracy.

4PCS (Cong, B., 2022) is a point cloud coarse matching algorithm based on the RANSAC, extracting the four points that are co-planar from a set of point cloud data and finding the set of four points that are approximately congruent under the rigid body transformation in the corresponding point cloud set. Zhao F.Q., etc (Zhao F.Q., 2022) used the 4PCS to achieve coarse matching of terracotta fragments, followed by the ICP algorithm to achieve fine matching. Figure 5 shows the process of splicing together the fragments of the Terracotta Warriors.

Figure 5. Fragment splicing results

5. SUMMARIZE

This paper introduces four parts: Artifact fragments feature...
In order to cope with the problem of automatic splicing of cultural artifact fragments and to improve the efficiency and accuracy of splicing, the future development trend of splicing of cultural artifact fragments is expected to be as follows: 1) In the process of feature extraction, each fragment can be described by combining various features, such as expert a priori knowledge, historical knowledge (Cohen, F., 2013; Sun, J.Z., 2017), etc.; 2) After completing the artifact of fragments, repair the holes (Zhang Y.H., 2017; Zhang J., 2019); 4) The all fragments should be considered in the process of splicing and reducing the accumulation of errors.
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